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BUDGIE-BUDGIE 
Wray Newcomb 

It all started with my love of 

Metallica and all things Cliff 

Burton related. After seeing 

live footage of said bassist 

playing one of his famous 

solos I immediately went out 

and purchased a used bass at 

the nearest pawn shop. Upon 

further research into what 

influenced Cliff in his 

playing I came to find that a 

lot of NWOBHM (new wave 

of British heavy metal) 

bands were to blame. The 

first and my personal 

favorite is Budgie, i 
knew very little, only the 

cover of "Crash Course 
in Brain Surgery" that 

was on the garage days re¬ 

revisited album. I went to 

Manifest at the time and 

asked what was available. 

The first album was reissued 

on cassette and cd earlier 

that year (1991). Not having 

it in stock meant that I had to 

order it. The wait was only a 

week but felt like a month. 

As soon as I saw the cover I almost backed out. A bird 

riding a horse?! With all these pasty colors!! Damn, I thought, why am I spending my 

hard earned money on this. I took it home and with a single listen was hooked. Burke Shelley's smooth 

high pitched vocals and nearly equal to Geddy Lee delivery on bass. AltlSZiny! Like having Black 

Sabbath and Rush with a dash of Blue Cheer. Epic, with almost doom metal qualities in songs like 

"homicidal suicidal" and "All night petrol". Craazy song titles that one can only imagine the stories 

behind. For example "nude disintegrating parachutist woman". This single purchase opened 

up my mind to their whole catalog. To this day I thank the old staff at manifest for walking me through 

the process in order to put that small cassette in my young hands. Long live records, and long 
live record stores!! 
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Misfits - Walk Among Us 

Justin Angel 

The story behind how t first came to hear ’Walk Among Us’ 

isn't 

extraordinary in the slightest, but what i experienced after 

htttmg “play" 

was, and still is to this day. i originally acquired the album 

on CO, and I 

first played it through the speakers of a dollar store 

boombox. What i 

heard was not like anything ever to assault my ears before. 

Unlike the slew 

of politically charged punk bands the Misfits themes 

revolved around B 

horror movies, Marilyn Monroe, and wanting and needing 

your skulls. 

My first spin of 'Walk Among Us’ had a huge impact on me. 

I can’t tell you 

how many times my mother must have heard me through 

our paper thin walls 

belting along with Danzig about zombies and aliens. The 

energy level of the 

album and the band in general is one few bands could 

match then and even 

fewer could match now. I quickly fell Into the rank of fiend 

and garnered a 

love for the Misfits on the brink of obsession. Walk 

Among Us* Is an album 

that, for me. is perfect in every way and absolutely 

untouchable. I stiH 

play It religiously on the various different formats I’ve 

obtained through 

the years. 



David Bowie- Man Who Sold The World 

Picking your favorite record is about as easy as picking your favorite finger on your 

hand. Some might lean towards the pointer or bend the rules and pick the thumb, but life would 

suck without all of them. That being said, when people ask me to narrow it down to my all time 

favorite ALBUM, instead of rambling on and on 1 take the easy way out. 1 simply reply, "David 

Bowie’s "The Man Who Sold The World". This was before Ziggy, before the spiders from Mars, 

or anything even CLOSE to being similar. 

Most people will recognize the name from Nirv ana’s Unplugged cover of the title track, but, 

most people won’t recognize how influential that record is. Bowie set out to try something new, 

something never done before, and ended up making something so ahead of its time, it has 

become timeless. When most rock bands hope to add to the rock and roll library in a positive 

way, Bowie surpassed that and created his own genre: glam rock. People have been ripping him 

off since. For proof, just turn on your TV. 

Rex Stickel (Bully Pulpit) 



NAS- ILL MATIC INFAMOUS C 

Whats up cats music, tf t could listen to one album and one album only on a deserted island, it would 

definately be Nas-HImatic. I know I'm not old enough to remember when it came out {1994} but I did get 

my 1st listen when It got released on the 10th anniversary edition in 2004. This album changed the way I 

saw hip-hop forever. Nas was a technician lyrically and he still is. Even though some argue that "it was 

written" was the better album because of the production or lyrics, my fondness for this LP isn't even 

based on that, which makes the classicness of "it was written" irrelevant (no offence to the Queen's 

bridge me). This pick is based on how this project relates to me. In this era Nas was a young kid thrown 

to the wolves in Queen's bridge, kickin street tales of life in a dangerous city. Though I wasn't raised in 

the prods, the "just trying to make it" mentality stayed with me indefinately. I guess the vibe of the 

album spoke to me directly more than any album at the time and from then on I decided to focus not 

only on lyrics but how my music made people feel, in my opinion this is one of the greatest albums of all 

time. It ain’t hard to tell! 

Subject; 

that they had no problems whatsoever with the Renevls and were rather complimentary 

bP the system in general. I feel that all in all, the Renewals have worked very well 

in the D.D.U. Unit and I will monitor Mrs. Farrnots problem if their proves to be 

a problem. Since their was no improvements or suggestions from thesepersonnel, 

I feel the system is working very well and will continue to work well if we continue 

monitoring. 

ICOMH I*OHM 
JUty •» 
*CVJVNE7« A-lQ 



SLAYER- REIGN IN BLOOD 

BY SCOTT CAVE 

I know this article ts iuppo«d to be on your "favorite album ever" 

but t have so many that I can't narrow « down to 1. »mean all ol 

the Russian Circles, Fsntomas and lightning Boh albums are 

amaimg. There is also several albums by the Metvws, Robes, 

Barkmarket. Kyus$ iesus tiaard and ion Spencer Blues Explosion. 

01 course l canY forge! all the punk afcums that influenced my 

younger day* such as The Mtsfits-Ugacy of Brutality. Minor 

Threat Miner Threat. Dead Kennedy*-m God We Trust, Circle 

je/tcs-WW in the Streets, 0fU.0trty Rotten U* and Black Ftag- 

jeatous Again to name a few. What lam going to write about In 

this article, however, is an album that changed my view and 

influenced much of my musical taste to this day. At the time this 

album came out i was in Uth grade and very much into punk 

music. I especially loved hardcore. Anything that was fast and H It 

had a heavier side to ft I was a8 about During this era you either 

liked punk or you liked metal There was a division between the 

genres and you didn't dare crossover mto the other. I had a 

friend/camp counselor that worked in a record store catted 

Twhters then. It was located in West AsMey next to my darts 

sporting good store > would go In there periodically to hear some 

new music and one particular day my friend Hermit Burroughs 

played me the album that would change everything. Me told me l 

needed to hear this album be even thou^i it was metal he knew I 

was going to love ft. At fust t was skeptical. I mean l was flunking 

Mot lev Grue or Krokui might come out of the speakers and l knew 

that was not for me. if it was Metalbca there were a few wngs 

that were OK to me at the tune so that would not be too bad. The 

first song started off with a fast guitar riff and then the drums 

kicked in to a fast tempo. I was thinking "wow tWs is not bad'. Ail 

ol a sudden the song kicked In and this unholy scream came out 

the inner sanctions of Hell ft sent goose bumps, down my spine 

as the brutal onslaught of the first song kicked ». ft was super 

fast like t liked and the brutality of it was exactly what i was 

looking for. The album was Reign m Blood by Slayer. The first 

song, Angel of Death, drew me m and the rest of the album just 

fortified my inner metafhead that I did not know was inside of me. 

l bought the cassette immediately and «t did not heave my player 

for months, i think! went through 3 of those cassettes be i wore 

them out playaig them so much, After that day I began to listen 

to other speed metal bands and began to realty appreciate what 

they had to offer, I was buying Death Angel, Dark Argei, 

Metafile*, Kreator, Coroner, and other various band* cassettes, l 

was really excited when Napalm Death’s Scum album came out be 

of the sheer drum speed on it. At this time Dfci and Suicidal 

Tendencies began to crossover Into the metal realm and bands 

like the Cro-Magy leeway and Gum suckers became more 

appealing to me. In my senior year to high school a friend of 

mine, franco Gay, wanted to start a punk band and asked me to 

ptaybau. At first w* started out with simple thrash songs. We 

were sharing the drummer from the Columbian Neckties at the 

time and he was very much into thrash musk but as we began to 

write more i could not help but start to add the influences i 
gamed from Slayer. The speed metal influence could not be held 

back. Eventually we got a new drummer. That drummer was 

Paolo Ucdard. who was very much into metal. An a matter 

of fad he was starting * band called Children’s Choir at the 
time. Wfth hen playing for us our songs crossed over Into 
the mdakx>re genre quickly. The band tike most c&d not last 
too long and we aH moved on to different projects. Every 
project after that i played in our song* would always 
gravitate towards the metal side no matter the style be of 
Stayer's influence on me. To this day l sti# write music with 
their tnfiuaoce. Stayer has been permanently added to my 
DNA be of that special day back to my pastor year of high 
school and I am proud to say t have passed toe gene onto 
my son. The legacy wftf eonbmi*! 



I peddled my bicycle four miles into town one evening to go the the record store. They sold me Never 

Mind the Bullocks on casette. Along with a button and a Sid patch and a bumper sticker. I got them all, 

a full punk uniform. Somehow I thought I was being cheated. After going home, and adorning my 

board with the sticker, and pinning the patch to the back of my Jacket, and listening to the tape I 

realized I had been cheated, and so had the singer. And we were both mad about it. 

The young had, have, been saying It for years. Warning: Nilihism Inside. 

NEVER MIND 
THE BOLLOCKS 

Before that voice there were well intentioned social commentaries full of fluffy white pillows of 

dreamy ideals applied to stains on our social sheets. Gentle hums. Before that voice there were rough 

thugish hoods filled with attitudes of disinfrancisment. of aggresion, of rage. Before that voice. 

After that voice, I would like to say that the hardest of us raised flags, refining messages, 

taking to the streets with hope and agenda to change those things that needed to be changed. We 

didn't. That voice wasn't enough for a movement. It didn't live up. We didn't live up. There were 

realities that youth and fire alone cannot bum. On the scorch marks along the alley walls you can barely 

make out that we still don't care. 

Brian Gultberg 
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The Clientele 
Suburban Light 

Rain, fuzzy nighttime lights, die 
space between the country and city 
that turns into free association 
reminders of that magnificent 
beauty whose heart is worth 
stealing. 
This is Suburban Light. 
Lyrically there’# a cool, intelligent 
distance that turns around on a dime 
leading to heartfelt, sensitive 
emotions. There arc walks through 
dark October lanes that flood the 
depths of flic heart as the hands of 
two people touch. 
The Clientele did not make sense 
until 1 entered a subconscious Tone 
of half-awake, half-dreaming as I 
listened and drove on a rainy 
weekday night It could be a scene 
in one of these songs... looking at 
mundane routines with a sharp eye. 
adding meaning to ephemeral 
activities, even if it’s only 
existential ennui. 
The years’ worth of despondent 
longing that glimmers through each 
vocal inflection makes Suburban 

Light to my ears, the finest hour of 
The Clientele - and all of indie 
rock. 1 know exactly what is being 
felt just by the sound of fliis 
singular, evocative voice. 
Suburban Light was my 
introduction to this band that has 
many fine albums and EPs. The 
melodies have never escaped me 
since I’ve heard them. 
"1 have never really been here if 1 
am alive," Alasdair Maclean sings 
on **1 Had To Say This" just before 
the drum partem shift* the song into 
another gear. I’ve always been 
amused by the nearly inaudible 
guitar intro that kicks off the album. 
By the time the volume is adjusted 
the entire band is in and 1 always 
want to start h over to hear those 
three shimmering notes. 
The sparse drumming and melodic 
bass fits between intricate lead 
guitar that 1 may never figure out 
As my musical cars grew up the) 
did a double take and asked: "Jesus! 
What the hell is he playing here? 

This shit is brilliant!" 
At times Spanish style leads drift 
out of ‘ verb-drenched, icy-electric 
tones that sneak into lovely 
backwards guitar on reversed tape. 
This could be from any err a long- 
forgotten late i960* group (as 1 
initially thought), ‘SO* indie rock or 
something released yesterday. It 
was in fact recorded on lo-fi tape 
machines in the late 1990*. 
This isn't an album in the proper 
sense...it's ■ collection of mostly 
45s put together as The Clientele’s 
first King player. 
"Rain" is genius It has a 6/8 rime 
signature. I’ve asked them to play it 
both times they’ve visited 
Charleston. Much to my dismay, 
Mac Lean told me die song is too 
difficult to play live. But that 
dismay vanished the instant their set 
started. It vanishes each time I hear 
this record. The Record Store Day 
folks need to come to their senses 
and release this gem on vinyl. 



The Dead Kennedys’ Plastic Surgery Disasters issued from Alternative Tentacles, 1982. 
Reissued as Plastic Surgery Disasters / In God We Trust Inc. 2001 Manifesto. 

By Lane Lovegrove 

Plastic Surgery Disasters is a harrowing representation of early nineteen eighties 
hardcore and as close as the Dead Kennedys have come to what can be described as a 
concept album. The album begins with the same type of cacophony found in the mustard 
gassing of the club house scene from “Chemical Warfare" off their previous L.P., Fresh Fruit for 
Rotting Vegetables. This cacophony is laced with the saccharine yet pleasant “Advice from the 
Ghost Of Christmas Past” (voiced by Melissa Webber) who asks, "Why are you such a stupid 
asshole? Would you really like to know?" She continues, “We// pay your fee remove your 
clothes and Yvette will show you how. You went to school where you were taught to fear and to 
obey, be cheerful, fit in, or someone might think you're weird. Life can be perfect. People can be 
trusted. Someday, I will fall in love; a nice quiet home of my very own Free from all the pain. 
Happy and having fun all the time... it never happened, did it?" Then drummer, D.H. Peligro, 
counts off “1,2,3,4...", and the band slams into the blues soaked opening riffs of “Government 
Flu". 

The entire album is an indictment of corruption, bigotry, excess, mindless consumerism 
and mistrust of governments in power. What more could you expect? Their name is says it all. 
Jack and Bobby Kennedy are dead and the world left in the aftermath is much like the world 
found in this release. Many of the Dead Kennedys* signature stylistic elements are present. East 
Bay Ray's surf/psychedelic guitar work, Klaus Fluoride's rumbling bass, Jello Biafra’s snarly 
vocals and drummer D. H. Peligro's solid thrash drumming are all present. In fact, Peligro’s style 
set the pace for hardcore for the next decade. What makes this a concept album, in some small 
fashion, is the concluding track where the Ghost of Christmas Past sees us on our way: “There 
wasn’t that a nice visit? Don’t forget a psychiatrist is on duty 24- hours a day in the blue room 
just up from the parking garage. Drink plenty of water when you take these. Now you can relax 
and return to your job." It is implied that the listener is in the midst of a crisis, much like 
Ebenezer Scrooge, and if they make no effort to change they will be doomed. The songs 
included are all allegations of terrible behavior. Notable tracks include “Bleed For Me" about the 
School of The Americas and The Peace Corp's efforts to influence the political directions of 
South American countries like Chile and Guatemala. “Bleed for Me" resurfaced much later on 
the Dead Kennedys’ single “Kinky Sex Makes The World Go Round" as the back ground music 
for phone sex between Margaret Thatcher and the Secretary of War for the State Department of 
The United States. It is also featured in a live performance in the 1982 documentary Urgh! A 
Music War. Other tracks of note are ‘Well Paid Scientist", “Buzzbomb”, “Terminal Preppie", 
“Forest Fire", “Riot", Winnebago Warrior" and “Dead End”. “Dead End" is quite auto¬ 
biographical describing the breakup of Jello's marriage to Therese Soder (aka Ninotchka, lead 
singer of San Francisco-area punk band The Situations) and her affair with Biafra’s close friend 
Frank Discussion of the band Feederz. The album is as visually terrifying as it is aurally. The 
front cover includes the famous photo “Hands" by Michael Wells (a small, emaciated African 
child’s hand in the larger, white hand of a missionary during a Uganda famine). There isn’t much 
hope offered in this release as there is in the Dead Kennedy's follow up album Frankenchrist. If 
anything Plastic Surgery Disasters is a warning, "If any of these songs apply to you, stop what 
you are doing. If you know someone a song describes give them the good news that it’s not too 
late." 




